I focus on a synthetic research on elucidation of genesis of social intelligence -physical interaction between body and environment, social interaction between agents and role of evolution and so on -, with aiming to understand intelligence of humans and robots. For such an approach, we have set interdisciplinal discussions with wide viewpoint for various research field such as cognitive science, developmental psycology, brain science, evolutionary biology and robotics. In this approach, two interactions should be considered; physical interaction between agents and environments and social interaction between agents. However there is no integrated system with dynamics, perception, and social communication simulations. In this paper, I propose such a simulation environment called SIGVerse and potential to develop Human Robot Interaction systems that bridges real environment/users and cyber space based on the SIGVerse. As examples of the HRI systems based on SIGVerse, I introduce three applications.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanism of intelligence in human beings and animals is one of the most important approaches to developing intelligent robot systems. Since the mechanisms of such real-life intelligent systems are so complex, such as the physical interactions between agents and their environment and the social interactions between agents, comprehension and knowledge in many peripheral fields are required. To acquire a better understanding of human and robotic intelligence, I focus on a synthetic approach to research into the elucidation of the genesis of social intelligence, to cover aspects such as physical interactions between bodies and their environments, social interactions between agents, and the role of evolution. According to the concept, SIGVerse (Inamura, 2010) the simulateor platform to realize synthetic simulation experiments has been proposed.
The SIGVerse simulator can be accessed from any client computers by general public with easy interface. Everyone can send their own physical agents that have sensors, actuators and software modules for behavior decision. The agents automatically decide their behavior based on the software and acquired sensor information; then act in the virtual world with consideration of physical law, because the physical embodiment is recently regarded as important issue to develop intelligent robots and agents. Every agent can also make communicate with each other via voice and text modalities. Using such an environment, it is possible to hold interdisciplinary discussions from wide viewpoint covering various research fields, such as cognitive science, developmental psychology, brain science, evolutionary biology, and robotics.
In this paper, I propose an expansion usage of the SIGVerse simulator to connect real world and cyber world to evaluate human robot interaction experiments. Robotics research which uses expensive humanoid robots often costs much time and budget; however, many users can join human-robot interaction world using the SIGVerse simulator. Through several examples of interactive application, I show the feasibility of this system. Many robot simulation systems are being developed around the world, to simulate the dynamics of robot systems. One well-known example is the Open Architecture Humanoid Robotics Platform (OpenHRP) (Kanehiro et al., 2002) , which is a humanoid robot simulator developed by the Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (AIST), the University of Tokyo, and the Manufacturing Science and Technology Center (MSTC). This simulator has become popular not only in Japan but also abroad, to promote research into humanoid robot control. The latest version of the simulation, called OpenHRP3 (Nakaoka et al., 3647) , is currently being developed by AIST, the University of Tokyo, and General Robotix Inc. Another example is Webots (Michel, 2004) , which is a commercial product. This system enables users to simulate multirobot environments with dynamics calculations. The Player/Stage/Gazebo suite (Gerkey et al., 2003 ) is freeware and is also well-known. Microsoft also has released Robotics Studio (Jackson, 2007) to develop a software of autonomous agents from the similar background. These systems provide multi-agent environments with dynamics simulations, but there hasn't been much consideration of the simulation of sensor perceptions. Since the communication simulations between agents provided in these packages are just simple signal transfers, it is difficult to use them to simulate the effects of the physical conditions of the agents for dialogue-based communication abilities and qualities.
Meanwhile, large-scale multi-agent systems are gaining attention from the social sciences field. One of the examples is GPGSiM (Ishiguro, 2007) . In the field of language evolution, a system that has been proposed simulates language transmission between agents which is based on a repeatable learning model (Kirby and Hurford, 2002) , However, such simulators do not consider the physical perception layer such as visual and auditory sensors, nor the physical communication layer such as limitations of communications based on the condition of each agent. The integration of dynamics, perception, and communication in the simulation world will play a great role in this social sciences field.
The proposed SIGVerse simulator (Inamura, 2010 ) combines dynamics, physical perceptions, and communications for a multi-agent system. One of the effective applications of this system is that machine learning experiments for real robots. Machine learning systems such as reinforcement learning for real robots often cost much time and trials; however it is easy to reduce the learning time to attend the SIGVerse simulator to make communicate with other expert robots which has already acquired a skill of the target problem. With the communication between two robots and fast physical experiments, the rookie robot can grow up within short time.
This simulator consits of major three parts; Dynamics simulation, Perception simulation and Communication simulation.
Dynamics Simulation
The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) (Smith, 2004 ) is used for dynamic simulations of interactions between agents and objects. Basically, the motions of each agent and object are calculated by the dynamics engine, but the user can control the calculations to reduce simulation costs. A switch flag can be set for each object and agent to turn off the dynamics calculations if required.
Perception Simulation
This system can provide the senses of vision, sound, force, and touch. OpenGL is used for visual simulations, to provide each agent with a pixel map that is a visual image derived from the viewpoint and field of view of that agent. In this case, the perception simulation has several levels that control the abstract level of perception. At a highly abstract perception level, the user is sent symbolized visual information, which comprises data such as the color, shape, size, and position of each object within sight, together with characteristic information on the name and ID number of each object. The visual perception processing also considers occlusions so that if an object is behind another object, the perception processing omits the hidden object from the list.
For the sense of touch, it is possible to acquire force and torque information between objects that has been calculated mainly by ODE.
Communication Simulation
In simulating the sense of hearing, every agents can make communications with audio data. I also enabled the effect of the volume of sound attenuating in in- verse relationship with the square of distance, based on a setting of a condition that the voice emitted by an agent becomes more difficult to hear with distance. It is also possible to set the system so that only voices within a certain threshold distance are acquired.
With this system, not only can agents within the virtual environment communicate with each other, it is also possible to provide a function that enables interactions between the virtual environment and users in the real world. An example of the display of the virtual environment is shown in Figure 2. 
Simulator Configuration
This simulator has a server/client format, with dynamics calculations being mainly done on a central server system. Bodies that use perception and perform actions are called "agents", and robot and human avatars are available as agents. The previously described perception and communication functions can be enabled by using dedicated C++ APIs to define the actions of agents. Some of the APIs that can be used are listed in Table 1 . In the future, I plan to extend the programming beyond just C++ to include interpreter languages such as Python. The avatars do not just behave as programmed-they can also act on the basis of instructions given to them by operators in real time.
To simulate perception, it is necessary to spread the load so the system is configured to enable calculations not just by the server system but also by individually installed perception simulation servers. More specifically, the module that provides a pixel map of an image to simulate the sense of sight is operated by the perception simulation server, not the central server.
The configuration of the SIGVerse software is shown in Figure 3 .
EXAMPLE OF SIGVERSE USE
A feature of SIGVerse is the way in which dynamic calculations, perception simulations, and communication simulations can be done simultaneously. In this section, I describe an example of humans and robots working in partnership to execute a task, and another example of multi-agent system, as examples of applications that fully utilize all three of these functions.
Use as Evaluation of Human-machine Cooperation
The objectives of the developers who use this simulation are to determine how to develop the intelligence of a robot that can execute a task in partnership with a human, and how to implement efficient cooperative behavior. The developers created decision and action modules for the robot while adopting various different models and hypotheses, and have confirmed their performance on the simulator. During the simulation, cooperation is required between a real-life human and a robot, which cannot be implemented otherwise without purchasing and developing a life-size humanoid robot. In this simulation, the operator who is in partnership with the robot manipulates an avatar in a virtual environment to reproduce cooperative actions between a user and a humanoid robot. An intelligence module created by the developers uses virtual equivalents of the senses of sight and hearing to comprehend the situation within that space and recognize the state of the user, performs dynamic calculations to control arms, and also simulates communications between the avatar and the robot. Expanding on this kind of usage example will not only further research into simple human-machine cooperation, it will also enable the construction of a research and teaching system with a competitive base for applications such as Robocup (Kitano et al., 1998) . Taking the above application as an example, I implemented a situation in which a human being and a robot cooperate in the task of "cooking okonomiyaki" in SIGVerse ("okonomiyaki" is a popular cook-at-thetable food in Japan, like a thick pancake). Examples of the screens during the execution of this application are shown in Figure 2 . The GUI that the operator can use has buttons such as "flip the pancake", "oil the hotplate", "apply sauce", and "adjust the heat".
Furthermore, providing immersive interface to the users is very important to conduct realistic phycophisical experiments throught the simulator. Fig.3 shows an example in which the user can operate the cooking devices with haptic interface PHANToM Omni to manipulate the "okonomiyaki".
The objective of the task is to cooperate in cooking the okonomiyaki as fast as possible, without burning it. The operator basically uses the GUI to propel the work forward, but the robot continuously judges the current situation and, if it considers it can do something in parallel with the work that the operator is doing, asks the operator questions such as "Should I oil the hotplate now?" or "Should I turn the heat down?" It then executes those jobs while viewing the operator's responses. Figure 2 shows a scene in which the avatar in the virtual environment is about to flip the pancake based on the operator's instructions with a help of robot agent.
I performed experiments on two cases: one in which the operator performed all of the steps through the GUI, and one in which the robot did suitable parts of the operator's work instead. In the first case in which the operator did all of the work, the task required three minutes 14 seconds before it was finished, but in the second case involving cooperation, the task took one minute 58 seconds to complete. In this manner, it is possible to make effective use of this system as a tool for quantitatively evaluating the human-machine cooperation systems.
Introduction of Immersive Interaction Space for the SIGVerse
Above applications used an usual display interface such as web browser worked on personal computer. However, if the aim of the application is to treat natural and real motion patterns of whole body that should connect real world and cyber world, interface devices Cast a text message text to agents who are existing within a distance distance captureView Get pixel map as a visual sensor from eyesight of an agent detectEntities (arg) List up all of the agents which is seen by an agent arg getObj(arg) Get ID number of an object arg getObjAttribution(arg1, arg2) Get attribution value for attribute arg2 of an aobject arg1 would be a bottleneck. To solve this problem, an immersive interaction system named SD-GRIS (Kwon and Inamura, 2010) was developed and integrated to the SIGVerse system. The SD-GRIS can project allaround view of SIGVerse world to surrounding displays. Additionally, an optical motion capturing system is installed in the display space. User can interact with virtual agents with gestures and such as intuitive instruction system with mobile robot agents (Kwon and Inamura, 2010) as shown in Fig.5 , that is previous Okonomiyaki application.
As an application of human-robot interaction using the immersive system is robotic motion coaching system (Okuno and Inamura, 2010) , in which a robot trains human beings to be able to perform good sports motions even though the subjects are beginners. A trainer, that is a virtual humanoid robot, performs a target motion. A human as a subject imitates the performed motion; the virtual robot evaluate the human's motion as trainer. If the human's performance was far from the target motion, the robot modify the next performance according to the human's error to let the human's performance be biased to the target motion.
Currently, a optical motion capturing system is used for the training application; however, simple and convenient device such as Kinect was connected to the system, training could be applied for general public who are connecting to the system from all over the world. An outlook of the motion coaching experiment is shown in Fig.6 . This is another potential of the proposed system.
Joint Attention
Another significant function is to simulate direction of eyes of each agent. One of the important element in human-robot interaction is to recognize and control direction of eyes to establish joint attention for natural intaraction. Each agent in this system has a propety of eyes' direction. If a user ware eye tracker with HMD device, the information would be sent to the simulation system; the avator's direction of eyes is controlled by the real information. Since the surrounding scene image is displayed on the HMD, the user can behave if the user was standing just in front of the robot in the virtual SIGVerse world. Fig.7 shows a sequence of experiment on establishment of joint attention between virtual robot and user.
CONCLUSIONS
I have proposed the concept of a simulation platform in which dynamic simulations of bodies, simulations of senses, and simulations of social communications are integrated into the same system, as an approach to the interdisciplinary research necessary for comprehending the mechanism of intelligence in human beings and robots, and reported on the implementation of a prototype system named the SIGVerse (Inamura, 2010) .
In this paper, an expansion usage of the SIGVerse was introduced to promote researches on humanrobot interaction. Usual human-robot interaction experiments tend to work on only one user and one robot. However, it is important to perform wide and long term experiments with a lot of users and multiple robots to discuss social intelligence. Additionally, not only simple interface such as web browser, but also natural and rich interface such as whole body motion and eyesight are important to performe natural human-robot interaction. Through several functions and applications, I showed the feasibility of applying the SIGVerse to this grand challenge for human-robot interaction.
